Dear Test Student,

Here are your responses to the English 110 Library Tutorial Quiz. If your instructor requests your results, you can share this email as proof of completion.

Remember that you can always contact a librarian for help with your research project using Ask the Library!
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**Response Summary:**

Your name:  
Test Student

Please include your email address so that you automatically receive a copy of your responses to share with your instructor as proof of completion.  

lwallis@udel.edu

Your instructor's name:  
Test Instructor

You are writing a research paper on the following topic: Does regular drug testing prevent athletes' use of steroids? In the boxes below, record five good keywords or keyword phrases that can be used to search for this topic in DELCAT Discovery or a Library Database.

- Drug testing
- Drugs
- Steroids
- Performance enhancing drugs
- Doping

This is an open-ended response. Some good keywords include: “drug testing,” drugs, steroids, ”performance enhancing drugs,” doping, athletes. Students may include other keywords.

You are searching for information on the following topic: How does social media impact the mental health of adolescents? You have tried searching for the keywords “Social media” AND adolescents*, but you've received too many irrelevant results. How can you narrow this search to receive fewer (and more accurate) results?

A and C only.

Place an “X” in the column of the search system that should be used to find each type of information. (Select all that apply.)

- Books
- DELCAT Discovery
- Newspaper Articles
- Journal Database such as Academic OneFile
- Internet (via a search engine)
DELCAT Discovery
        Journal Articles
        Journal Database such as Academic OneFile
        DELCAT Discovery
        Web Sites
        Internet (via a search engine)

You have discovered the perfect journal article for your English 110 assignment in the Academic OneFile database. However, the Library does not subscribe to the journal that has this article. What Library service helps you obtain this article from another library?
        Interlibrary Loan